OILFIELD WATER LOGISTICS
POSITION TITLE: Roustabout

Job Description

Nonexempt; Full Time

Location: Permian Regional Office
Department/Division: Operations: Permian
Reports to: Maintenance Supervisor
Summary Of Position
- Seeking a reliable Roustabout for maintenance and construction of SWD facilites
- Job duties will vary on a daily basis due to the diversity of the position, however will mainly relate to
general labor
- Oilfield experience is required, SWD experience is preferred
Essential Job Requirements
- Work safely
- Perform general work tasks related to the construction, installation, maintenance, and repair of SWD
sites and facilities
- Perform all work tasks with strict adherence to safety and company policies
- Physically load and unload tools, pumps, pipe, and other materials
- Clean and maintain company vehicles, tools, and equipment
- Repairing of pipelines and unload lines, as well as fusing pipe for pipelines utilizing the polyfusing
machinery
- Installation of pipe for truck offload lines, tank batteries, transfer lines
- Constructing SWDs, offload lines, wash racks
- Maintaining of the pumps and cleaning check valves and VFDs
-Perform all related duties as assigned
Required Education
- High school diploma or equivalent
Required Experience
- Must have knowledge of SWD facilities
- Must have mechanical knowledge
Required Skills
- This individual must have a valid driver's license and be deemed insurable by the Company's insurance
provider
- Must be able to speak, read, and write English
- Must be dependable, come to work promptly, regularly, and on time
- Must be able to work safely, follow instructions, and carry out duties while unsupervised
- Must be able to work well with others in a team environment, maintain a positive attitude, and have a
strong work ethic
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- Must be proficient with all tools including air and electric
- Must be able to inspect and pre-trip vehicles and equipment
Physical Requirements
- Must be able to work 12+ hour days, including nights and weekends when needed
- Must be able to safely lift up to 80 pounds
Equipment Used
- Must be proficient with all tools including air and electric
- Skidsteer
- Manlifter
- Forklift
- Polyfusing machine
Supervisory Responsibilities
N/A
Working Conditions
- Must be able to work in all weather conditions and noisy environments
Regional Operations Manager
Hiring Manager

____________________________
Signature

______________
Date
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